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Abstract

Governments can use a variety of armed forces in civil war, including devolving violence
to local unregulated actors even when they have regular armed forces available. To under-
stand why states develop these risky security arrangements, I disaggregate the information
challenges governments confront in civil conflict and explore the advantages of di↵erent types
of security forces. I argue that how the central government allocates security is influenced by
the challenges it faces, from monitoring its own security forces to collecting information on
rebel activities and the local environment. Governments confronted with isolated subpopu-
lations will rely more on localized and unregulated armed forces, who are better positioned
to collect information on rebels within their communities. When needing to deploy troops
far afield, governments mobilize more nationalized and regulated forces. I use novel panel
data on internal security forces in civil conflict to evaluate these claims; my findings show
that countries with greater populations in autonomous territories are associated with less
regulated armed forces, whereas more regulated and more nationalized armed forces increase
with conflict’s distance from the capital. This project describes previously unacknowledged
but critical variation in the information environment of the state. The type of informa-
tion challenge, in turn, explains under what conditions governments rely on less regulated
security arrangements.
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1 Introduction

States engaged in civil conflict have already lost the monopoly on the use of force, but some

governments further devolve violence to local and less regulated actors even when they have

regular armed forces available. The Turkish government sponsored Pro-Turkey Kurdish militias

in their counterinsurgency campaign against Kurdish separatists, though they had also deployed

the military, gendarmerie and police (Biberman, 2016; Kalyvas, 2008). After the fall of President

Suharto in Indonesia, the Indonesian military itself loosely sponsored and allowed an array of

militias (Ahram, 2011). During the Colombian civil conflict, the government used regular

armed forces, the National Police, rural militia and right-wing paramilitary forces to combat

guerrillas (Dugas, 2012). Traditional theories on state projection of force fail to explain this

behavior: why some states develop relatively risky security arrangements and why governments

vary considerably in their distribution of coercive capabilities in conflict.

Conventional wisdom suggests that governments turn to less regulated forces when they

lack the capacity to create or expand regular troops (Hills, 1997). Yet, that cannot explain

situations where governments simultaneously turn to militias even when deploying regular

forces. The potentially abusive and destabilizing behavior of militias makes state delegation

to them even more puzzling (Alvarez, 2006; Koren, 2015). Recent examples of militias in Iraq,

Afghanistan and Libya all suggest that governments have di�culty controlling and demobilizing

local non-state forces once created.1 When mobilizing more localized and less regulated forces,

governments risk deploying forces that are less easily coordinated, monitored or controlled in

the long term (Mitchell, 2004).

To understand why states at times develop these security arrangements, I explore the

strategic challenges governments confront in civil conflict and the advantages of di↵erent types of

internal security forces. I argue that variation in a conflict’s information requirements�collecting

information related to rebels and the local environment, along with monitoring one’s own se-

curity forces�helps explain why central governments at times prefer less regulated local armed

forces. Forces like militias can be better positioned to gather information from the local envi-

ronment and communities, leveraging knowledge, language skills and social networks that state

forces lack. In contrast, more nationalized and regulated forces allow governments to monitor

and coordinate troop activity. I test this theory with a panel of conflict-exposed countries be-

1Goodhand and Hakimi (2014a), Cigar (2014), and Kirkpatrick (2012).
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tween 1989 through 2009 and new data on irregular security forces. I find that conflict marked by

ethnic minorities in autonomous zones are associated with greater personnel in private militias.

Contrary to previous studies on projection of force (i.e. Tollefsen and Buhaug, 2015), conflicts

waged in the periphery are associated with the expansion of more nationalized and regulated

forces. These results suggest that di↵erent types of information problems influence subsequent

security force allocation, above and beyond structural factors traditionally highlighted in the

literature.

Section two begins with a discussion of traditional theories concerning state projection

of force in civil conflict. Section three presents a new theory for understanding government

allocation of internal security. It explores the advantages and disadvantages of these forces with

respect to informational challenges in civil conflict, bringing together insight from studies on

civil-military relations and counterinsurgencies.2 Section four presents new hypotheses based on

the theory of security allocation and provides the empirical strategy for testing them. Finally,

section five presents cross-national empirical trends and the results of regressions, which strongly

support the key role of information and related logistical challenges in state allocation of force.

This paper concludes with a discussion on why short-term strategic challenges of civil conflict

can compel governments to rely on “out-of-control” forces. Just as importantly, coordination

and logistical challenges in conflict can incentive greater government regulation over the security

apparatus.

2i.e. Feaver (2009); Lyall (2010); Staniland (2012).
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2 Information challenges in civil conflict

Governments are turning to local non-state forces to implement national security policies within

civil conflicts, even in the presence of regular armed forces. India employs Muslim special

operation units to fight Pro-Pakistani organizations in Kashmir alongside the Indian Army and

the Central Reserve Police Force (HRW, 1996; Staniland, 2012). The International Security

Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan has developed the Afghan Local Police in conjunction

with the Afghan National Police and Afghan Army (Goodhand and Hakimi, 2014a). The current

government of Iraq depends on militias to combat insurgents.3 Recent works have highlighted

the presence of both regular and irregular security organizations in civil conflict.4 Yet, it remains

unclear why governments allocate force di↵erently, including why some governments rely heavily

on localized and often amateur forces.

Research to date focuses overwhelmingly on the role of the military rather than alternative

security forces (Hartzell and Hoddie, 2003; Levine and Smith, 2000; Vasquez, 2005). Works

that do examine the state’s use of irregular armed forces do not distinguish between important

organizational di↵erences among these actors, which has led to considerable disagreement over

the nature and consequence of particular paramilitary forces like militias (Carey, Mitchell and

Lowe, 2013; Koren, 2015; Stanton, 2015). Finally, many studies simply consider the presence

of irregular organizations rather than the relative resources or manpower allocated to them

(i.e. Carey, Colaresi and Mitchell, 2015; Clayton and Thomson, 2015). These approaches can

conceal key di↵erences in state projection of force and ability of the state to readily apply

coercive instruments of power.

In addition, the conventional wisdom on state projection of force in civil conflict largely

views it as a structural capacity problem. Failed governments lack the institutions and resources

required to recruit, train and arm a national force (Francis, 2005; Singer, 2008). Consequently,

these governments rely on alternative sources of coercion. Failed states like Somalia did lack a

central government after the collapse of the Siad Barre dictatorship in 1991 and did not have

even the basic bureaucracy required to develop a military.5 Foreign militaries, private mili-

tary contractors and pro-government militias took over the roles and responsibilities previously

assigned to regular armed forces.6 In situations of complete state collapse, alternative organi-

3George, Susannah. 2014. “Breaking Badr.” Foreign Policy.
4e.g. Carey, Mitchell and Lowe (2013); Peic (2014); Pilster and Böhmelt (2011).
5Lyons, Terrence, and Ahmed Ismail Samatar. 1995. Somalia: State collapse, multilateral intervention, and

strategies for political reconstruction. Brookings Institution Press.
6Singer (2008). Also see Human Rights Watch. 2012. https://www.hrw.org/news/2012/03/28/somalia-pro-
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zations can act as substitutes for regular armed forces. Yet instances of complete state collapse

or near-total failure of state authority remain relatively rare (Marshall, Gurr and Har↵, 2009).

Even states characterized by weaker institutions vary considerably in their coercive capacity and

capability (Rotberg, 2010). Why governments use di↵erent combinations of internal security

forces or rely on di↵erent distributions of those forces remains unclear.

Rather than relying on structural explanations, research on civil-military relations and

counterinsurgencies suggest that governments confront challenges in gathering information within

conflict and that these challenges impact subsequent force allocation. Building o↵ the principal-

agent framework, studies on civil-military relations emphasize the problems that government

principals face when delegating force to security agents. The government principal and its se-

curity agents may have divergent preferences and private information (Byman and Kreps, 2010;

Feaver, 2009). Since the government cannot perfectly observe its agents, security agents have

the potential to shirk and act in their own interests rather than in the interests of the govern-

ment. Security agents could themselves directly threaten the government (Belkin and Schofer,

2003; Pilster and Bohmelt, 2012). As observed by Feaver (2009, p. 214), “the very institution

created to protect the polity is given su�cient power to become a threat to the polity.” Central

governments require scrutiny and knowledge about the activities of their security forces, who

may be shirking in their duties or working to directly undermine the central government.

Also drawing on the principal-agent framework, some research argues that governments

use this imperfect knowledge over security agents to their advantage (Acemoglu, Robinson and

Santos, 2013; Alvarez, 2006; Cunningham, 2004). Government principals strategically delegate

to security agents not directly accountable to them to “conveniently conceal knowledge”over

repressive activities (Mitchell, 2004, p. 48). Yet, many of these studies only examine the use and

behavior of death squads in particular: irregular security forces covertly used by the government

for the explicit purpose of committing extrajudicial killings and other illegal activities against

civilians (Campbell and Brenner, 2002, p. 2). This research does not consider alternative types

of irregular armed forces that engage in non-abusive behavior such as civil defense or information

gathering. In addition, more recent research has found that states with abusive militias likely

have regular armed forces engaging in similarly brutal activities (Cohen and Nord̊as, 2015;

Stanton, 2015). If both regular armed forces and militias carry out civilian abuse, then the

state may rely on militias for reasons other than deniability.

government-militias-executing-civilians.
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Research on counterinsurgencies emphasizes a second information problem governments

confront: the ability to gather information related to rebels, including information about geo-

graphic areas or populations that provide support. In this framework, the central government

and its state forces lack the local knowledge, language skills and social network necessary to

counter enemy operations (Kalyvas, 2006, 2008; Lyall, 2010; Salehyan, 2010). Information

asymmetries arise whenever the government and its armed forces are separated geographically

or socioculturally from the population rebels rely on (Lyall, 2009; Tollefsen and Buhaug, 2015;

Wucherpfennig et al., 2011). Governments may even have di�culty gathering information from

populations that are geographically reachable but remain socially isolated, as in the case of

ethnic minorities. Noncombatants are unwilling to inform to the state on rebel activities or

to denounce rebel combatants (Kalyvas, 2006, p. 91). Similarly, communities in autonomous

territories can hide rebels from the government’s formal reach and provide safe havens (Fearon

and Laitin, 2003). While central governments may have the ability to deploy and use state

armed forces, these forces cannot necessarily provide the state with the intelligence it requires.

Taken together, these works on civil-military relations and counterinsurgencies imply that

governments confront information problems in the conduct of civil war and confront di↵erent

kinds of information problems. Governments encounter challenges in monitoring their own

security agents. Governments also have trouble gathering information related to rebel forces,

the local environment and bases of support. To address these issues, governments can turn to

a variety of security forces.

Yet, the extant literature leaves key dynamics unexplored. Informational challenges may

occur simultaneously or separately. Governments may respond with di↵erent types of paramil-

itaries or irregular forces to mitigate these issues, including more professionalized forces and

special operation units or more amateur and untrained militias.7 The aforementioned research

also relies on subnational and qualitative studies, failing to explore whether these dynamics

are systematic across countries experiencing civil conflict. Below, I argue that governments

vary their allocation of internal security based on the information challenges they confront.

My theory reveals tensions between requirements in conflict and provides a more thorough

understanding of government distribution of force.

7Throughout this paper, I use the term “paramilitary” and “internal security force” to refer to any irregular
armed force that is (1) acting on behalf of the government, (2) within the territorial jurisdiction of the state, and
(3) distinct from the regular military organization.
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3 Allocation of internal armed forces

The section above suggests that governments confront di↵erent types of informational chal-

lenges in civil conflict. Governments may have di�culty in (1) generating knowledge related to

rebels and rebel activities and in (2) monitoring and controlling the actions of their own security

agents. While previous research has explored these problems separately, research to date has

not examined how these problems simultaneously or in combination influence the state’s distri-

bution of force. It does not explore whether these challenges impact the number of personnel

within certain security organizations or number of personnel across di↵erent internal forces.

Governments may face challenges in monitoring their own armed forces and in gathering infor-

mation on rebel activity. Armed forces better suited to address one problem may be ill-suited to

address another problem. Finally, governments face resource constraints when needing to mo-

bilize and deploy internal security personnel, further complicating their calculus. In the context

of civil conflict, governments may face even greater resource constraints. A state’s allocation of

internal security, therefore, can be understood as the strategic attempt to address and balance

informational requirements under limited resources.8

Two organizational attributes of paramilitaries�the degree of regulation under the state

and the degree of localization�are useful for understanding how governments address di↵erent

information requirements.9 Regulation refers to the extent to which armed forces are legally

controlled, managed and governed by government rules and regulations. More regulated forces

exercise legitimate state use of force and are subordinate to a government administration or

authority (Feaver, 1999; Perlmutter and Bennett, 1980). Less regulated forces lack institution-

alized political oversight mechanisms or have limited accountability back to the government.

The government may legally allow these armed organizations to exist but not formally recognize

them as an o�cial arm of the state (Carey, Mitchell and Lowe, 2013). For example, the Colom-

bian government formally authorized the creation of defense forces and vigilante organizations

in 1994 to help combat insurgents, but these forces did not o�cially represent the state.10

8States can opt into security arrangements that seem neither rational nor optimal in the long term. However,
even these choices�such as delegating to militias�may be rational responses to immediate dilemmas. This project
does not attempt to perfectly predict internal security arrangements, but only show that incorporation of these
information challenges in civil conflict better explains patterns in internal security arrangements.

9In terms of other ways of classifying armed forces, Finer (1975) describes security forces as ad hoc (forces
employed for a finite time period or campaign) or permanent like standing armies. Avant (2005) di↵erentiates
between corporatized or non-corporatized security actors, and Biddle (2004) examines di↵erences in forces across
modern and non-modern militaries.

10See Aviles, William. Global capitalism, democracy, and civil-military relations in Colombia. SUNY Press
2012, p. 118.
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More regulated organizations include include gendarmerie, national police, and state-managed

militias. Less regulated forces include private militias, some paramilitary forces, and security

guards that report directly to a leader rather than a government administration.

My second attribute of interest, localization, implies the degree to which armed forces

operate within a specific or narrow geographic region (Huntington, 1957). Localized forces con-

duct activities in certain geographic areas or may have an explicit regional or local jurisdiction.

They tend to recruit from areas of immediate operation and are managed by local authorities

or local leaders (Peic, 2014). They tend to have lighter weapons and small arms compared to

nationalized forces (Asfura-Heim, 2014). In contrast, nationalized forces more likely have the

infrastructure, budgets and specialization required for procuring and using heavy armaments,

including armored combat vehicles and aircraft. Nationalized forces also have national juris-

diction, meaning the authorization and ability to operate throughout the country. Examples

of nationalized forces include gendarmeries and many special operation forces, who can readily

deploy to di↵erent parts of a country regardless of where they are permanently stationed. Local-

ized forces, in contrast, lack national jurisdiction and may have limited deployment capabilities.

Localized forces can include militias and police.

Paramilitaries vary between these dimensions (Figure 1), but these attributes provide

insight into why governments privilege and expand certain irregular armed forces in civil conflict.

Below, I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of paramilitaries across these dimensions

and how they help resolve di↵erent types of information challenges. I argue that di�culty in

monitoring and coordinating security agents incentivize governments to expand more regulated

and nationalized armed forces. These forces grant the central government greater oversight

over operations while allowing for more remote and more flexible deployments. On the other

hand, information disadvantages related to rebel activities and bases of support should prompt

governments to expand localized and unregulated sources of security, which provide the state

with intelligence capabilities it cannot receive from regular armed forces. This includes greater

capability to gather information from the civilian population and better knowledge of the local

environment. Finally, the state may allocate security personnel between di↵erent types of

paramilitaries, balancing deployments with the need for better information related to rebels.

The state strategically allocates internal security to mitigate distinct and potentially competing

challenges.
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Figure 1: Spectrum of Security Forces

3.1 Variation in information advantages across internal armed forces

In civil conflict, governments likely confront problems related to monitoring their own forces and

in gaining knowledge about rebels. Given resource constraints that states confront, particularly

states engaged in civil conflict, central governments are limited in the number of security forces

they may mobilize and resources they can provide. Governments can only mobilize a certain

number of security forces at a time. This implies that governments should be selective in

their allocation of internal security. Depending on the requirements of conflict, they should

strategically mobilize and expand some forces but demobilize and contract others.

Below, I discuss the information advantages and disadvantages associated with di↵erent

types of internal armed forces. I provide the rationale for why governments vary their distri-

bution of security depending on information requirements. Governments should expand na-

tionalized and regulated armed forces when needing to coordinate and monitor security agents,

whereas governments should expand localized and unregulated forces when needing to collect

intelligence related to rebel activities and the local environment. These two diametrically-

opposed paramilitaries, localized-unregulated forces and nationalized-regulated forces, mitigate

very di↵erent types of challenges. Expansion of one security force might even worsen the govern-

ment’s ability to address other informational requirements. Enlisting localized and unregulated

units like militias to inform on rebel activities could leave the government less able to monitor,

control, and communicate with its security forces.
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Regulated and nationalized security. Governments should strategically expand more reg-

ulated and nationalized forces when they seek improved oversight over the coercive apparatus.

When confronting domestic insurgents, central governments may need to rapidly and reliably

deploy armed forces to areas of combat far from main operating bases (Hammond, 2009). To

a lesser extent, governments concerned about military coups may expand these forces when

requiring a counterbalance (Belkin and Schofer, 2005). The central government can more easily

monitor, move and coordinate forces that are well-regulated and nationalized under a central

authority or administration (Dunn, 1996; Lutterbeck, 2003). These paramilitaries consist of

special operation units, gendarmerie and national police.11

How might regulation and nationalization of security improve government information on

its own security forces? These armed forces tend to have hierarchical command structures, in-

stitutionalized political oversight mechanisms and military-like logistical support (Avant, 2005;

Perlmutter and Bennett, 1980). First, a hierarchical chain of command provides higher ranked

o�cers with the authority to direct lower level units and receive reporting on those units (An-

dreski, 1968; Tellis, 2001). This command structure improves the flow of information in both

directions; higher ranked o�cers communicate orders to lower-ranked personnel, and lower-

ranked personnel report back to o�cers on the execution of those orders. Second, political

oversight mechanisms provide the central government with oversight over security operations

(Perlmutter and Bennett, 1980; Regan, 1994).12 Security forces report to administrative au-

thorities, like a Ministry of Interior, and the government has the ability to audit or investigate

security activities (Feaver, 1999).

Last, nationalized and regulated forces often have better logistical capabilities to move per-

sonnel and provide information back to leaders on the unit’s status (Hammond, 2009). Studies

on military logistics similarly emphasize the importance of providing realtime or near realtime

data on deployments and equipment.13 Forces like gendarmerie have transportation support like

armored cars and helicopters that allows for faster deployment across wider territorial ranges

(Lutterbeck, 2004). For example, Morocco’s Gendarmerie Royale has both air and paratrooper

11Gendarmerie refer to forces with the authority to engage in policing of the civilian population and internal
security operations (Lutterbeck, 2004). The National Guard of the United States represents an interesting
borderline case, since it is under the dual control of the federal and state government. As a reserve force, I do not
consider it in the same category of these internal security forces. See U.S. Code 12107 - Army National Guard
of United States.

12Many gendarmeries even have duel reporting requirements to both a ministry of interior and ministry of
defense.

13 See Tripp, Robert S., Mahyar A. Amouzegar, and Ronald G. McGarvey. Sense and respond logistics:

integrating prediction, responsiveness, and control capabilities. Vol. 488. Rand Corporation, 2006.
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squadrons, which assist it in counterinsurgency operations in Western Sahara.14 Similarly, the

Philippines’ gendarmerie have light transport aircraft.15 Governments likely expand regulated

and nationalized internal security forces when needing to deploy and coordinate security, par-

ticularly over great distances. These internal armed forces provide the central government with

command, communication and logistical capabilities that other forces lack.

However, these armed forces are not necessarily useful or preferred in all contexts. Regu-

lated and nationalized armed forces can lack the local knowledge or language capilities required

to gather intelligence related to rebels. Regulated forces with uniforms that explicitly asso-

ciate them with the incumbent government may be unable to receive information from civilian

populations antagonist to the state or fearful of rebel retaliation (Lyall, 2010). Forces like

gendarmerie may lack the jurisdiction and civilian support required to work e↵ectively in au-

tonomous territories. In these cases, the government can use unregulated and local paramilitary

organizations.

Unregulated and localized security. I anticipate that governments confronted with greater

information disadvantages relative to rebels will expand localized, less regulated armed forces.

These organizations can provide key knowledge on rebel combatants, their activities and support

bases. With members recruited from and serving in their native area, private militias can

leverage social networks on behalf of the state (Fearon and Laitin, 2003; Kalyvas and Balcells,

2010). They may also move freely in areas where regular forces have limited access (Kalyvas,

2008; Peic, 2014).

The case of Oman and the Dhofar Rebellion provides a sharp example of the information

advantages of local forces. With the assistance of British forces, the government of Oman raised

militias from local tribes in Dhofar (Ladwig, 2008). These militias, also known as tribal home

guards or firqats, assisted with reconnaissance and defense in Oman’s southernmost province

during the Dhofar Rebellion (1965-1976), an area where Omani armed forces historically lacked

experience and knowledge (Asfura-Heim, 2014). As noted by Ladwig (2008, p. 73), “firqats

functioned not only as scouts and guides for SAF [the Sultan’s Armed Forces] but also as ‘home

guards,’ consolidating and defending tribal areas on the Jebel after they had been swept clean

of insurgents...” Firqats provided information to the state and e↵ectively encouraged defection

14Cordesman, Anthony H., and Aram Nerguizian. The North African military balance: force developments in

the Maghreb. Vol. 31. CSIS 2009, p. 26.
15
The Military Balance (2010, p. 377-440).
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because of their established social ties and communication with the local community.16 Modern

examples also illustrate this trend. ISAF created Afghan Local Police out of local groups under

the assumption that militias�in contrast to the Afghan National Security Forces�“knew the

local terrain and they can generate e↵ective intelligence�all critical factors in counterinsurgent

operations” (Goodhand and Hakimi, 2014b, p. 15). Governments can use less regulated and

localized forces to collect intelligence and work with civilian populations in a manner that formal

and nationalized forces cannot.

Yet, these forces generate substantial risks for the state. The atomized and localized nature

of these security organizations makes them di�cult for the central government to monitor and

coordinate (Ahram, 2011). The localization and privatization of security that allows for valuable

information gathering also makes these forces ill-suited for engagements across distances or wide

front lines. The American colonial experience with militias in the French and Indian War illus-

trates these dynamics. Colonial militias su↵ered from a form of “myopic localism”�including

local recruitment strategies, loyalty to townships and intercolonial rivalries�that hindered their

ability to act as a well-coordinated force (Cave, 2004; Cooper, 2002). Attributes that made colo-

nial militias e↵ective providers of local security made them less e↵ective at defending against

conventional, dispersed hostilities and more likely to engage in disputes with each other. More

modern examples also demonstrate these dynamics. In the context of modern Afghanistan, the

Afghan Local Police were similarly drawn from rival communities and at times “turned on each

other instead of fighting the Taliban” (Felbab-Brown, 2016, p. 270).

Localized and unregulated armed forces may have conflicting loyalties and interests, mak-

ing them di�cult to coordinate and less reliable to deploy. The government can choose to use

these local and less regulated options to gain better information on rebels or to project force

more cost-e↵ectively in the short term. Yet, the state risks deploying forces that are unwilling

to work with each other and may worsen the security situation.

Other security arrangements. I briefly discuss two other internal security arrangements

governments may expand in the context of civil conflict: regulated-localized security and less

regulated-nationalized security. These types of forces may act as strategic “compromises” in

addressing information problems associated with both rebels and security agents.

16Clegg, Will. “Irregular Forces in Counterinsurgency Warfare.” Security Challenges 5.3 (2009): 1-25.
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Regulated and localized security. First, governments may create or expand regulated and

localized security when needing to project force in a relatively inexpensive manner and maintain

some oversight over armed forces. In this manner, both government budget constraints and

information challenges influence allocation of force. For example, the Philippines established

the Civilian Armed Force Geographic Units (CAFGUs) out of pre-existing auxiliary state forces

in the late 1980’s as a way to cheaply project force for domestic counterinsurgency operations.17

The government stationed these militias in communities vulnerable to insurgent attacks and in

areas that otherwise lacked a presence by national armed forces or police (Asfura-Heim, 2014).

Central governments may find mobilizing locals, even untrained civilians, useful for defense or

denial operations (Biberman, 2016; Francis, 2005).

However, cost-savings come at the cost of decreased control by the central government

and decreased capabilities. Local administrations often have authority over these forces. For

example, the state-managed militias of the Soviet Union were accountable to both local districts

and the central Ministry of Internal A↵airs.18 Regulated, localized security can also lack the

specialization, heavy armaments and training of more nationalized forces (Lutterbeck, 2004;

The Military Balance, 2010). As Ahram (2011, p. 12) notes, localized armed forces tend to be

“di↵erentiated by geography rather than specialization.” Lacking the logistical support of na-

tionalized forces, these groups are less useful when needing to conduct complicated deployments

or when needing to be moved from main operating bases. Localized and regulated security likely

provide the government with a way to project some force in certain regions or certain districts

and in a somewhat monitored manner.

Unregulated and nationalized security. Finally, governments may turn to unregulated

nationalized security forces, including praetorian guards that protect individual leaders. The

fear of a coup can incentivize governments to create or expand these forces. In contrast to well-

regulated gendarmeries or special operation forces, praetorian guards are often responsible to

a leader rather than to a government agency or ministry (Belkin and Schofer, 2005; Quinlivan,

1999). For example, Saddam Hussein established the Special Republican Guard for his personal

protection rather than rely on potentially disloyal members of the regular military (Talmadge,

2015, p. 157). Leaders within central governments should expand these armed forces when

17Institute of Bangsamoro Studies [IBS], and the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue [HD], Armed Violence in

Mindanao: Militias and Private Armies, Geneva: HD, 2011.
18Williams, James L.; Serrins, Adele S. “Russian Militia: An Organization in Transition.” Police Studies: The

International Review of Police Development 16.4 (1993): 124-128
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distrusting the military and personnel within the broader the coercive apparatus.

Outside the context of personalist regimes, these armed forces often lack institutionalized

oversight or accountability, which can make them them di�cult to coordinate, monitor and con-

trol for combat operations. For example, right-wing paramilitary forces in Colombia, including

the United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC), acted in collaboration with the Colom-

bian government but not as part of the Colombian government. The Colombian government

had no institutionalized way to monitor operations of the AUC or e↵ectively demobilize those

units.19 Acting outside the government’s formal control, these well-armed and roving armed

forces provide the central government with relatively poor oversight, potentially threatening the

government and undermining state operations against rebels.20

4 Hypotheses on information asymmetries and state allocation

of force in civil conflict

The theory outlined above argues that the government will allocate internal security as a re-

sponse to specific requirements in civil conflict. Drawing on the logic of information asymme-

tries, I argued that di↵erent internal armed forces provide the state with di↵erent information

advantages. This theory generates a number of testable hypotheses on variation in the infor-

mation environment and personnel in security forces.

First, my theory anticipates that less regulated and localized forces expand when the gov-

ernment needs to collect information related to rebels but state forces lack jurisdiction and local

knowledge. State armed forces may be unable to gather information on domestic challengers

when key populations are isolated or antagonist to the state (Lyall, 2010). State armed forces

can face even greater di�culty receiving information on rebel activity and support bases in

autonomous territories. In this situations, the central government may have little to no institu-

tional presence and local populations could harbor combatants or have firsthand knowledge of

rebel activities. Based on this rationale, I anticipate that less regulated and localized security

expands when central government engaged in civil conflict also have populations in autonomous

territories:
19“The guerrilla groups in Colombia.” United Nations Regional Information Centre for Western Europe. United

Nations. N.d. Web. 3 August 2015. http://www.unric.org/en/colombia/27013-the-guerrilla-groups-in-colombia
20Paramilitaries generally�and militias specifically�likely vary to the extent they are “stationary” or “roving.”

A useful next step for projects on paramilitaries would be studying the movement of these forces. For a discussion
on roving versus stationary rebels in civil conflict, see Beardsley, Gleditsch and Lo (2015).
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• Hypothesis 1: Localized, unregulated forces are positively associated with populations in

autonomous regions.

My theory also anticipates that nationalized and regulated forces expand when central

governments need to monitor and coordinate armed forces, particularly for deployments. When

forces are deployed far afield, security agents might shirk their duties and fail to carry out

orders. Hierarchical chains of command and political oversight increase the likelihood that

security forces do as they are told and that their operations support the policies of the central

government. Regulated and nationalized forces also have better logistical capabilities than

unregulated or localized armed forces (Hammond, 2009). I expect that governments will expand

regulated and nationalized armed forces when needing to deploy armed forces to areas of combat

farther away. This leads to my second hypothesis:

• Hypothesis 2: Nationalized, regulated forces are positively associated with conflict’s dis-

tance from the capital.

Finally, I argued that internal armed forces provide the government with capabilities and

advantages above and beyond that of the military but not in place of the military. Central gov-

ernments are more likely to use internal armed forces as a complement rather than a substitute

for regular armed forces. Countries with the bureaucracies and budgets to mobilize the military

have the resources and means to mobilize other forms of force. This expectation is in contrast

to traditional theories on state weakness, which anticipate the expansion of paramilitaries in

the absence of regular armed forces and in situations of state collapse. Based on my theory that

paramilitaries supplement but not substitute regular armed forces, I should observe the relative

expansion of internal armed forces among countries with expanding regular militaries. My final

hypothesis concerns the relationship between the regular military and paramilitaries:

• Hypothesis 3: Internal armed forces expand as the regular military expands.

Alternative explanations

In contrast to my argument on information advantages of di↵erent forces, some theories argue

that the state’s limited capacity explains the government’s deployment of paramilitaries in civil

conflict (Francis, 2005). These arguments suggest that governments rely on less regulated forces

such as militias when they lack the capability to project force by other means (Butler, Gluch
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and Mitchell, 2007; Carey, Mitchell and Lowe, 2013). If these arguments on state capacity

better account for the distribution of security, we would anticipate that governments expand

less regulated and more localized security during state collapse. To a lesser extent, we would

anticipate the expansion of less regulated, more localized forces among poorer states and among

states needing to project force in the periphery (Herbst, 2014; Tollefsen and Buhaug, 2015). Less

developed states may have substantial geographic barriers to identifying and rooting out rebels;

they may have fewer roads and less infrastructure that makes logistics and deployment of forces

harder. Given these dynamics, we would expect regulated and nationalized security forces to

decrease when conflicts are waged in less developed states and in the periphery (Alvarez, 2006;

Byman, 2005; Regan, 1994).

Finally, some theories argue that the risk of coup incentivizes central governments to

create and expand paramilitaries as a counterbalance (Belkin and Schofer, 2005). We would

then observe that paramilitary forces as a whole expand when central governments are at a

greater risk for a coup, but not necessarily a particular type of paramilitary. According to

arguments on coup-proofing, these forces would o↵set the influence and power of the military.

In contrast, my theory anticipates that only nationalized paramilitaries would expand when

the government fears a coup, because nationalized armed forces provide the central government

with greater oversight over the coercive apparatus.

5 Empirical Strategy and Data

To test the hypotheses, I use the country-year as the unit of analysis to examine the relative dis-

tribution of security between countries and over time. First, I examine the relative distribution

of internal security forces from 1970 through 2010. Second, I use an abbreviated timeframe,

1989 to 2009, to include covariates associated with information challenges. I employ a linear re-

gression with country fixed e↵ects to account for time-invariant characteristics of the state that

influence the distribution of security and year fixed e↵ects to account for widespread shocks.

Covariates are lagged one year since I expect the distribution of security forces to be slow mov-

ing, particularly among formalized and regulated forces like gendarmerie. Dynamics of conflict

in one year might not influence the distribution of security until the following year. Government

processes associated with troop mobilization, such as changes in budgets and legislation, likely
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take time to implement.21 Robust standard errors are clustered on the country to account for

heteroscedasticity. In the subsequent section, I outline the variables and data used to test my

hypotheses.

5.1 Dependent Variables: personnel in internal security forces

The dependent variable is the estimated personnel in each type of internal armed force per

country year. I provide new data on internal armed forces to di↵erentiate between types of

internal armed forces. I include personnel measures on internal armed forces for over 125

countries from 1970 through 2010, after examining 198 countries and territories. I provide

descriptive statistics for the full panel of internal security forces in the appendix, in Table 4. I

measure personnel across three types of internal armed forces that correspond to my typology:

1. Gendarmerie � regulated and nationalized armed forces,

2. Private Militia � unregulated and localized armed forces, and

3. State-Managed Militia � regulated and localized armed forces.22

The Military Balance (1970-2011) and Pilster and Böhmelt (2011) provided the initial

population for paramilitaries and personnel estimates, from which I distinguished between dif-

ferent types using Jane’s Country Risk Assessments (1999-2015) (Jane’s) and country-specific

references. Gendarmerie include forces like France’s National Gendarmerie, Italy’s Corps of

Carabineers, and the Philippine’s National Police that conduct both policing and domestic

counterinsurgency operations. Private militia consist of forces outside the government appa-

ratus acting on behalf of the government, like Oman’s tribal home guards and Peru’s Rondas

Campesinas. State-managed militias include regionally based and government managed forces

like Iran’s Basij Popular Mobilization militia and Jordan’s civil militia. Additional coding rules

and a complete list of these armed forces are provided in the appendix.

5.2 Main Explanatory Variables: Information Requirements

To account for populations in autonomous territories, I use measures from Vogt et al. (2015)’s in-

tegrated Ethnic Power Relations dataset that provides information on ethnic group settlement

21Results are included in the appendix with contemporaneous values of the variables. However, goodness-in-fit
is improved among models with lagged rather than contemporaneous variables.

22Due to data constraints, I explore three of the four categories initially discussed. While currently excluding
nationalized and unregulated forces, I plan to incorporate measures on this fourth type of security force in future
work.
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patterns within a country’s autonomous territories. Building directly o↵ the Ethnic Power

Relations (EPR) dataset (Cederman, Wimmer and Min, 2010), Vogt et al. (2015) provides

information on the population within autonomous territories and whether groups from those

territories are involved in conflict or are associated with rebel groups.23 Populations are consid-

ered living in regionally autonomous areas when they have a “meaningful and active regional

executive organ that operates below the state level (e.g. department or provincial)...[and] the

regional entity has de facto political power” (Vogt et al., 2015, p. 1331-1332). Populations in

autonomous territories are considered involved in conflict when at least one rebel organization

is linked to that group. I incorporate into the models both a measure for the total population

within a country’s autonomous territories and whether populations were previously associated

with rebel activity.

I use measures of geographic distance from the PRIO Conflict Site dataset for information

relevant to conflict sites and distance (Hallberg, 2012). This dataset provides global data on

georeferenced armed conflicts from 1989 to 2010. It makes available the latitudes and longitude

of conflict zones and the approximate area of conflict zones in kilometers. From this, I develop

a measure for the maximum distance between a conflict site’s and the country’s capital in

kilometers. I include a measure for the maximum area covered by conflict.

Finally, for identifying the population of countries experiencing civil conflict, I rely on the

indicator variable for conflict incidence from the UCDP Monadic Conflict Onset and Incidence

Dataset (1946-2014), which provides an aggregated country-year version of the UCDP/PRIO

Armed Conflict Dataset (ACD) (Gleditsch et al., 2002; Pettersson and Wallensteen, 2015). It

designates whether a country experienced intrastate conflict for a given year. Intrastate conflict

is defined defined as any incidence between a government and another party within its territory

that results in at least 25 battle-related deaths (Gleditsch et al., 2002). From the same dataset,

I include a variable for whether the previous year experienced conflict and the magnitude of

violence. The magnitude variable distinguishes between whether there were 25 to 1,000 battle-

related deaths or over 1,000 battle-related deaths.

23For additional information, see Nils-Christian Bormann, Luc Girardin, Philipp Hunziker, Manuel Vogt. 2015.
GROWup Research Front-End Documentation RFE Release 2.0. http://growup.ethz.ch/rfegrowup@gess.

ethz.ch.
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Controls

I include variables to evaluate alternative hypotheses and control for factors relevant to infor-

mation requirements and the state’s allocation of security. First, I use two di↵erent measures

for state capacity. I use the estimated measure of gross domestic product per capita, logged

from Kristian Gleditsch’s expanded GDP data and based on Penn World Table values.24 I also

include a state failure indicator following Cohen and Nord̊as (2015), which allows me to test

whether state collapse is associated with certain types of paramilitaries. This measure from

the Political Instability Task Force (PITF) consists of a 4-point ordinal score, with 0 indicating

no state collapse, 1 indicating failure of a state authority in a limited party of the country,

2 indicating that a country experienced failure in a substantial part of the country or in the

capital, and 3 indicating a complete collapse or failure of the state authority (Marshall, Gurr

and Har↵, 2009).

The expansion of one force may also limit the expansion of another security force, partic-

ularly if a central government has a single, limited expenditure for mobilizing, recruiting and

training personnel. In this case, the creation or expansion of one type of internal armed force

could impact the mobilization of another internal armed force. To account for these dynamics, I

included measures of the government’s regular armed forces and alternative paramilitary forces.

For example, I include measures of militia personnel in models of gendarmerie and measures of

gendarmerie personnel in models for militias. Measures for the regular armed forces are from

The Military Balance (1970-2011).

Some works have argued that states with stronger democracies are less likely to have

unregulated armed forces (Carey, Colaresi and Mitchell (2015)). I include a variable on executive

constraints to account for the influence of democratic institutions. The measure for executive

constraints is from the Polity IV regime characteristics data (Marshall and Jaggers, 2005) and is

one of the four primary components of the democracy score. The executive constraint variable

consists of a 7-point categorical scale that indicates the extent of institutional constraints on the

decision-making powers of the chief executives (Marshall and Jaggers, 2005). The lowest score

[1] represents unlimited authority of the executive, and the highest score [7] indicates instances

when accountability groups have equal or greater authority than that of the executive. Finally,

I include a measure of military coup risk from Powell (2012). The risk score is associated with

factors related to economic growth, military spending and personnel, regime type, and years

24Gleditsch, Kristian S. 2002. “Expanded Trade and GDP Data,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 46: 712-24.
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since last coup. In the appendix, I also include an alternative measure of coups�the previously

attempted number of coups�to account for the e↵ect of coup risk on security force allocation

between militaries and parallel institutions. This is from Powell and Thyne (2011)’s measure of

attempted coups.

6 Results

Do information asymmetries in civil conflict influence how governments allocate force? While

previous work has explored whether private militias likely increase the incidents of political

violence (Carey, Mitchell and Lowe (2013)), relatively little scholarship has explored how the

dynamics of civil conflict influence the expansion of these and other internal security organiza-

tions. I analyze personnel in internal security forces across a panel of countries experiencing civil

conflicts to evaluate these dynamics. I present empirical trends and the results of regressions

to evaluate my hypotheses. First, I anticipate that autonomous territories are associated with

greater personnel in unregulated, localized forces. Second, I expect that conflicts that occur

farther from the capital are associated with greater personnel in regulated, nationalized forces.

Using a cross-national time series, I examine personnel across three types of internal

security forces: (1) gendarmeries for regulated and nationalized forces, (2) private militias for

unregulated and localized forces, and (3) state-managed militias for regulated and localized

forces. Measures for personnel, populations and distance are log transformed due to being

highly skewed. Robust standard errors are clustered on the country. I include country fixed

e↵ects to account for time-invariant characteristics of the state that might change. Year fixed

e↵ects account for widespread shocks.

6.1 Empirical Trends in Internal Armed Forces, 1970 - 2010

While all three types of internal armed forces appear in civil conflict, gendarmerie are the most

common form of internal security force across countries engaged in conflict. Among the 27 states

experiencing civil conflict in 2000, gendarmerie are present in 10 conflict-exposed countries or

37% as shown in Figure 3. State-managed militia occur in four countries experiencing conflict

in 2000, and private militia occur in five countries experiencing conflict. These geographic

distributions of personnel in internal security forces and conflict are provided in Figure 2 and

Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Private and State Managed Militias in Civil Conflict, 2000.

This pattern of security forces in conflict is consistent with the broader geographic dis-

tribution of security between 1970 and 2010. Among countries experiencing conflict during

this timeframe, gendarmerie are present in 42% of the country years, whereas private militia

are present in 20% of country years and state-managed militias are present in only 15% of the

country years exposed to conflict. Contrary to previous studies that focus on private militias,

the data reveal that gendarmerie are common in conflict and potentially more common than

other types of internal armed forces. This is consistent with my theory on regulated and nation-

alized armed forces. Compared to militias, gendarmeries provide the government with greater

command and control, communication and logistical capabilities. The central government will

have an easier time monitoring, deploying and coordinating these armed forces compared to lo-

calized alternatives. While localized security is present in civil conflict, governments frequently

rely on nationalized and regulated armed forces.

Interestingly, the frequency of gendarmerie and private militia are relatively similar in

countries experiencing civil war (conflicts with over 1,000 battle-related deaths). Both private
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Figure 3: Gendarmerie in Civil Conflict, 2000.
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militia and gendarmeries are present in approximately 30% of countries involved in civil war.

In contrast, state-managed militia occur in only 10% of the countries experiencing civil war.

The increased frequency of private militias, along with a decreased frequency of state-managed

militia and gendarmerie, suggests that magnitude of political violence likely matters for the

state’s allocation of force. This finding lends support to more traditional theories of state

capacity. When countries experience civil war, the central government may be less able to

mobilize regulated armed forces.

An examination of when internal armed forces begin in conflict suggests that central gov-

ernments do not mobilize private militias as a first response. Among countries that experience

multiple years of conflict, private militia begin later in conflict and alongside more regulated

forces. Private militias begin on average eight years after conflict onset, whereas most gen-

darmeries appear within the first four years of conflict. Private militia also emerge in countries

with previously established regulated forces. Among the seventeen cases of private militias be-

ginning during civil conflict, the central government already had a gendarmerie in nine instances.

For example, local defense militia (Tutsi urban militias) first appear in Burundi around 2004,

eleven years into the Burundian Civil War. At that time, Burundi had an active and estab-

lished gendarmerie for over 20 years. Historical accounts suggest that these local defense militia

complemented gendarmerie operations and provided information to these forces.25 Similarly,

Oman created the firqats in 1974� twelve years into the Dhofar Rebellion�and long after the

establishment of its gendarmerie forces. Contrary to previous studies, private militias are not

an exclusive cause of conflict but can emerge long after conflict onset. The central government

likely prioritizes the mobilization of nationalized and regulated forces in civil conflict, creating

and expanding private militias only when other strategies have failed.

Finally, the allocation of personnel for one force may influence allocation of personnel in

other forces. As shown in Table 2, correlations of security personnel suggest that the relative

expansion of one security organization may be associated with changes in personnel in other

organizations. However, it does not appear to be the case that internal armed forces act as

substitutes for the regular military. Measures of personnel in all three internal armed forces are

positively correlated with personnel in the military. This provides evidence that paramilitaries,

including private militias, do not act as substitutes for regular armed forces. Interestingly,

25As notes by Jane’s, “The tutsi militia usually provided information to the Gendarmerie, but its main tasks
was the administration of protected villages...” Jane’s Sentinel Security Assessments, “Burundi,” 2007 (p. 2).
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Table 1: Emergence of Private Militias in Civil Conflict, 1970-2010

Start Previous
Country Militia Name Year Conflict Years
Colombia Rural Militia 2005 36
Guatemala Territorial Militia 1983 14
Burundi Local Defence Militia 2004 11
Mozambique Provincial People’s Militias, Local Militias 1986 10
Sudan Popular Defence Force 1991 9
Peru Rondas Campesinas 1989 8
Ethiopia People’s Militia 1977 8
Algeria Communal Guards / Legitimate Defence Groups 1997 7
Afghanistan Village Defense Force 1984 7
Iran Hezbollahi (Home Guard) 1983 5
Oman Tribal Home Guard (Firqat) 1974 5
Afghanistan Pashtun Tribal Militia 1982 5
Myanmar Armed Village Defence and Militia 1973 4
Liberia Militia 2002 3
Iran Border Tribal Militia 1981 3
Ghana People’s Militia 1983 1
Lebanon Private Militias 1982 1
Pakistan Civil Armed Forces 1974 1

In cases where security forces may drop in and out of the sample, the earliest observed date is chosen.

substitution may occur across types of internal armed forces. The expansion of more regulated

paramilitaries appears significantly associated with the contraction of less regulated paramili-

taries. I now turn to the results of regressions to evaluate reasons for this pattern.

Table 2: Correlation matrix of security personnel in civil conflict

Military Size Gend. State-Managed Militia Private Militia
Military Size 1.0000

Gendarmerie 0.1777*** 1.0000
(0.000)

State-Managed Militia 0.0936** 0.1903*** 1.0000
(0.0263) ( 0.0258)

Private Militia 0.0887** -0.1120*** -0.1856*** 1.0000
( 0.0434) (0.0082) (0.000)

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

6.2 Regression Results

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 4, results of the models suggest that variation in informa-

tional challenges likely influence the relative allocation of security.26 Even after accounting for

26Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 5 in the appendix.
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confounding factors, including GDP and executive constraints, there is a significant positive

association between populations in autonomous territory and private militia in the following

year, and a negative association between populations in autonomous territory and regulated

paramilitaries (though these coe�cient estimates are not statistically significant). In other

words, conflict-exposed countries with more autonomous populations are associated with more

personnel in private militias. A 10% relative increase in these populations is associated with a

relative 1.3% increase in personnel in private militia. For a country like Myanmar with 35,000

personnel in the militia in 2008, the coe�cient estimates suggests that militia personnel would

increase by around 455 personnel if the population in its autonomous territory increased from

14,800,000 people to 16,280,000. Taken together, this lends support to Hypothesis 1 that greater

populations in autonomous territories are associated with more localized and unregulated forces.

These results are broadly consistent with my theory on strategic use of local forces in civil con-

flict; localized, unregulated can access regions and populations that the central government and

its uniformed state o�cers cannot.

In terms of monitoring and deploying forces, the coe�cient estimate for distance of conflict

from the capital is positively associated with personnel in regulated paramilitaries. The e↵ect

of distance is statistically significant and substantive for personnel in gendarmeries. A 10%

relative increase in a conflict site’s distance from the capital is associated with a relative 6.4%

increase in personnel in gendarmeries. For a country like Colombia, with 95,000 troops in its

gendarmerie in 2000, a conflict that was 10% further away from the capital would be associated

with 6,688 more personnel distributed its gendarmerie. This provides support for Hypothesis 2

that nationalized and regulated forces increase with distance from the capital.

While a government may spend more resources mobilizing forces like gendarmerie, the cen-

tral government will have an easier time coordinating and monitoring them. Institutionalized

oversight, hierarchical command structures and greater logistical capabilities make national-

ized and regulated forces an attractive option for states facing contestation in the periphery.

Compared to these nationalized and regulated forces, central governments may not have the

means to monitor or coordinate local forces. Contrary to previous work, my result suggests

that governments do not necessarily rely on private forces when facing conflict in areas farther

away. Challenges of distance and conflict scope incentivize the government to expand regulated

paramilitaries.

The results suggest potential substitution between regulated paramilitary forces. Based
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Figure 4: Regression coe�cient estimates.

on the findings in Table 3, the previous year’s allocation of personnel in state-managed militias

is negatively associated with the current year’s allocation of gendarmerie. This is not surpris-

ing given my theory on the di↵erent advantages of nationalized and localized armed forces.

State-managed militias are probably less expensive for the state to mobilize compared with

gendarmeries. In some situations, even lightly armed militias may be su�cient for certain op-

erations, such as providing local defense and information relevant to the local activities of rebel

combatants.

Interestingly, the coe�cient estimate for state failure is in the opposite sign that theories

on capacity and private militias would predict; its negative sign suggests that states experi-

encing failure are associated with a relative decrease in militia personnel in the following year.

Acknowledging that The Military Balance (1970-2011) only measures militias that are aligned

with the central government, it could be that The Military Balance (1970-2011) is less likely

to identify militias as pro-government in instances when central governments are dissolving.

Alternatively, it may be that state collapse is associated with a change in loyalty and alignment

by local armed forces, meaning that militias aligned with a functioning government in one year

are not necessarily aligned with that government once it begins to collapse. I do not find signif-

icant support that coups, wealth or executive constraints influence the allocation of security to

militias or gendarmeries. The measure for GDP per capita is in the anticipated direction but
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not statistically significant.

Table 3: OLS coe�cient estimates (FE); personnel in security forces (1989-2009)

Equation [1] [2] [3]
D.V: Private Militia State-Managed Gendarmerie

Conflict factors

Pop in Autonomous Territories ln 0.133*** -0.145 -0.0692
(0.0389) (0.0986) (0.164)

Conflict area ln 0.127 -0.103 0.0161
(0.0899) (0.217) (0.200)

Distance ln -0.162 0.0265 0.638***
(0.103) (0.0512) (0.106)

Prior Conflict w/ Auto. Pop -0.689** 0.014 -0.986
(0.304) (0.785) (1.263)

Max Intensity -0.502** -0.081 -0.151
(0.238) (0.584) (0.211)

Coup Risk 2.564 6.239 -6.019
(3.744) (3.815) (5.977)

Security forces

Military ln 0.140 0.243 0.0123
(0.206) (0.178) (0.251)

Gendarmerie ln 0.0421 0.0224
(0.0421) (0.0886)

State Managed Militia ln -0.0104 -0.112***
(0.019) (0.0319)

Private Militia ln 0.0211 0.0593
(0.0242) (0.0497)

State factors

GDP per capita -0.00018* 0.00004 -0.0002
(0.000104) (0.000) (0.0002)

State Failure -0.252 -0.375 -0.232
(0.347) (0.378) (0.205)

Executive Constraints 0.0301 -0.342* -0.181
(0.217) (0.200) (0.179)

Constant 1.392 1.194 -0.0230
(2.094) (2.463) (1.652)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 380 381 381
R-squared 0.151 0.121 0.205
Number of countries 52 52 52

Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered on country
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

7 Conclusion

Why is there variation in how states organize their security apparatus? Why do some govern-

ments rely on localized and often amateur forces to combat rebels, even in the presence of highly

professionalized forces? This paper proposes that information challenges influence the govern-

ment’s subsequent distribution of security. The government’s inability to gather information
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from autonomous communities encourages mobilization of localized and unregulated forces. In

contrast, the central government’s need to monitor and coordinate security forces encourages

the mobilization of nationalized and regulated armed forces. This theory suggests that central

governments are far more selective and strategic in their mobilization of paramilitaries than

initially presumed.

In addition, I found that the expansion of private militias can occur well after conflict onset

and alongside more regulated paramilitaries. These findings challenge the previous literature

on pro-government militias that views them exclusively as a cause of conflict or lack of state

capacity (Carey, Mitchell and Lowe, 2013). My empirical findings suggest that the causal

relationship may, in part, go in the other direction; government’s strategically delegate to

private militias to mitigate problems that regulated armed forces are unable or ill-suited to

resolve.

While this paper does not explicitly test causal mechanisms, the findings are consistent

with my theory regarding variation in information problems in civil conflict and the advantages

of di↵erent types of paramilitaries. States likely create or expand private militias when they

lack local knowledge and information within communities of potential rebel support. In con-

trast, states expand gendarmeries when they need to monitor troop activity. Other geographic

measures related to insurgencies, such as porous borders and roads, may provide better insight

into the conditions under which militias and gendarmeries are mobilized. Finally, results from

this paper suggest that a fruitful next stage of research is to examine how di↵erent informa-

tion problems within civil wars are associated with logistical challenges, including the ability to

supply armed forces in rougher and less developed terrain.

Finally, this paper presented original data on the state’s security apparatus and showed the

benefits of using continuous personnel measures rather than binary specifications. The refined

conceptualization and measurement of internal security forces provides a more comprehensive

understanding of the state’s coercive capabilities. Governments will continue generating military

capabilities to address current and emerging threats, though the way they do is likely related to

its previous experiences with domestic contestation. The emergence of these security institutions

may have substantial consequences for future state security. As such, we should consider the

relationship between the government and its internal armed forces as ever adapting and evolving.
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Appendix

Table 4: Personnel in Internal Security Forces, 1970 - 2010

Variable Obs Mean Std Dev. Min Max
Gendarmarie 6,955 13,171 84,295 0 1,850,000
Private Militia 6,943 2,293 27,607 0 900,000
State-Regulated Militia 6,990 117,342 2,036,472 0 94,500,000
Military 6,995 126,224 348,028 0 4,750,000

Raw personnel estimates provided.

Table 5: Descriptive statistics, 1989-2009

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Military ln 561 11.215 2.157 0 14.635
Gendarmerie ln 600 4.106 5.033 0 14.221
State Managed Militia ln 609 1.597 3.848 0 14.221
Private Militia ln 591 1.772 3.897 0 13.305
Autonomous Pop. ln 607 5.225 7.193 0 18.272
Conflict Area ln 556 11.646 1.808 6.111 14.655
Capital Distance (km) ln 556 12.458 1.601 0 14.584
Prior Conflict w/ Auto. Pop. 607 0.448 0.978 0 4
Max Intensity 609 1.271 0.445 1 2
Coup Risk 530 0.054 0.056 0 0.317
GDP per capita 609 4496.915 6720.287 203.27 43499.89
State Failure 609 0.251 0.770 0 3
Executive Constraints 563 3.471 2.388 0 7

Note 1: Logged personnel estimates provided.
Note 2: States that lack a military at some point during this period consist of Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herze-
govina, Somalia, Tajikistan, and Uganda.
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Table 6: OLS coe�cient estimates (RE); personnel in security forces (1989-2009)

Equation [1] [2] [3]
D.V: Private Militia State-Managed Gendarmerie

Conflict factors

Pop in Autonomous Territories ln 0.0475 -0.0824 -0.0170
(0.0470) (0.0752) (0.148)

Distance ln -0.113 0.0485 0.586***
(0.0892) (0.0660) (0.0956)

Conflict Area ln 0.162* -0.127 0.0224
(0.0925) (0.146) (0.157)

Prior Conflict w/ Auto. Pop. -0.117 0.169 -1.218
(0.234) (0.755) (1.270)

Max Intensity -0.245 -0.00160 -0.217
(0.186) (0.461) (0.209)

Coup Risk -1.115 2.385 -6.572*
(4.337) (2.912) (3.715)

Security forces

Military ln 0.198 0.322 0.116
(0.140) (0.204) (0.169)

Gendarmerie ln 0.000371 0.0366
(0.0236) (0.101)

State Managed Militia ln -0.0300* -0.104***
(0.0181) (0.0336)

Private Militia ln -0.0279 0.00619
(0.0279) (0.0312)

State factors

GDP per capita -0.00006** -0.00002 -0.0001
(0.00003) (0.00004) (0.000109)

State Failure -0.375 -0.359 -0.0104
(0.337) (0.338) (0.172)

Executive Constraints -0.002 -0.250 -0.107
(0.236) (0.182) (0.158)

Constant -0.291 -0.00602 -2.764*
(1.452) (2.129) (1.606)

Observations 380 381 381
Number of countries 52 52 52

Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered on country
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7: Alternative coup measure coe�cient estimates (FE); personnel in security forces (1989-
2009)

Equation [1] [2] [3]
D.V: Private Militia State-Managed Gendarmerie

Conflict factors

Pop in Autonomous Territories ln 0.187*** -0.0917 -0.0558
(0.0565) (0.0691) (0.138)

Distance ln -0.182 0.000384 0.604***
(0.116) (0.0535) (0.104)

Conflict Area ln 0.148 -0.106 0.0145
(0.0904) (0.214) (0.204)

Prior Conflict w/ Auto. Pop. -0.785** -0.173 -0.969
(0.306) (0.742) (1.171)

Max Intensity -0.477** -0.0695 -0.201
(0.214) (0.564) (0.198)

Previous Coup Attempts -0.660 -0.294 -0.0456
(0.443) (0.246) (0.350)

Security forces

Military ln 0.132 0.223 -0.00915
(0.0805) (0.136) (0.0744)

Gendarmerie ln 0.0408 0.0224
(0.0383) (0.0990)

State Managed Militia ln -0.0201 -0.103***
(0.0172) (0.0345)

Private Militia ln -0.0105 0.0535
(0.0324) (0.0352)

State factors

GDP per capita -0.00014 0.00002 -0.000203
(0.0001) (0.00008) (0.00015)

State Failure -0.501* 0.0494 -0.0533
(0.259) (0.309) (0.168)

Executive Constraints 0.0439 -0.280 -0.157
(0.209) (0.196) (0.166)

Constant 1.811 1.754 -0.321
(1.634) (3.081) (2.022)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 405 406 406
R-squared 0.177 0.112 0.189
Number of countries 56 56 56

Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered on country
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8: OLS coe�cient estimates (FE); personnel in security forces (1989-2009), contempora-
neous covariates

Equation [1] [2] [3]
D.V: Private Militia State-Managed Gendarmerie

Conflict factors

Pop in Autonomous Territories ln 0.119*** -0.0914 -0.0835
(0.0381) (0.0744) (0.161)

Conflict Area ln 0.233** -0.0914 0.115
(0.0925) (0.0761) (0.127)

Distance ln -0.157 -0.0255 0.260
(0.111) (0.0369) (0.238)

Prior Conflict w/ Auto. Pop -0.645** 0.368 -1.352
(0.256) (0.436) (1.179)

Max Intensity -0.542** 0.199 -0.586**
(0.243) (0.388) (0.263)

Coup Risk -4.283 1.571 -1.694
(3.167) (3.582) (5.343)

Security forces

Military ln 0.0671 0.0791 0.0963
(0.174) (0.113) (0.205)

Gendarmerie ln 0.0122 0.0808
(0.0469) (0.0661)

State Managed Militia ln 0.0283 0.0809
(0.0270) (0.0626)

Private Militia ln 0.0359 0.0156
(0.0271) (0.0577)

State factors

GDP per capita -0.0001 0.0001 0.00001
(0.0001) (0.00008) (0.0002)

State Failure -0.117 -0.222 -0.245
(0.253) (0.240) (0.197)

Executive Constraints 0.162 -0.196* -0.134
(0.156) (0.115) (0.142)

Constant 0.812 1.911 1.198
(1.648) (1.542) (3.583)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 453 453 453
R-squared 0.123 0.085 0.174
Number of countries 66 66 66

Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered on country
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Data Appendix

This appendix summarizes the references, coding rules and statistics of the internal security

forces dataset. I used Jane’s Country Risk Assessments (1999-2015) and country-specific re-

sources to determine whether paramilitaries listed in the Military Balance could be classified

as militias or gendarmeries.

The resulting dataset includes 7,180 country-year observations on the presence and man-

power of militaries, gendarmeries and militias. 198 countries were investigated from 1970

through 2011. While the unit of analysis is the country year, I preserve separate manpower esti-

mates for each security organization. Given adequate information on each security force (i.e. the

militia or gendarmerie), one could repurpose this information for militia-year or gendarmerie-

year studies.

Coding Rules

Gendarmeries. Paramilitaries as coded as gendarmeries if they have the following charac-

teristics:

1. have the authority to exercise jurisdiction over the civilian population,

2. are centralized under the Ministry of Interior and/or Ministry of Defense,

3. are legally separate from the regular armed forces and local civilian police,

4. are legally sanctioned to participate in both domestic policing and internal security.

State Managed Militias. Paramilitaries are coded as state-managed militias when they

are:

1. managed and based at regional or local levels within the territorial jurisdiction of the

state,

2. armed and having the ability to engage in violent acts and active combat,

3. engage in internal security operations,

4. and regulated by the state, and

Common terms of these local, regulated armed groups include but are not limited to the

following: Home Guard Forces, People’s Militia, and Provincial Forces.
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Private Militias. Paramilitaries are coded as private militias when they are:

1. managed and based at regional or local levels within the territorial jurisdiction of the

state,

2. armed and having the ability to engage in violent acts and active combat,

3. engage in internal security operations,

4. and are unregulated by the state, and

Common terms of these local, unregulated armed groups include but are not limited to

the following: Tribal/Local/Regional Militia, Village Defense Force, and Local Defense Militia.

Dataset Description

Using information provided from the Military Balance, I construct the following variables:

1. Military Personnel Total (MilitarySize): estimated personnel in the Army, Navy, and Air

Force for each country per year. Separate personnel estimates for the Army, Navy and

Air Force are also preserved.

2. Gendarmerie Personnel Total (Gentot): estimated personnel in the gendarmerie for each

country per year. This is also the sum of all personnel in all gendarmeries in countries

with more than one gendarmerie.

3. State-Managed Militia Personnel Total (Militiatot State): estimated personnel in all state-

managed militias for each country per year. Size receives a -999 when there is a known

organization but not an available personnel estimate.

4. Private Militia Personnel Total (Militiatot Private): estimated personnel in all private

militias for each country per year. Size receives a -999 when there is a known organization

but not an available personnel estimate.
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Table 9: Militias and Gendarmeries by Country, 1970-2011

State Militias State Gendarmeries

Managed

Afghanistan Tribal, Regional Militias No

Khalki Youth, Sarandoli Defense No

Village Defense No

Algeria Legitimate Defense Groups No Gendarmerie Nationale

Angola Org. of Popular Defense, Yes

Popular Vigilance Brigades

Argentina Gendarmeria Nacional Argentina

Austria Federal Gendarmerie

Azerbaijan Karabakh People’s Defense Yes

Bangladesh Ansars Yes Bangladesh Rifles

Barbados National Task Force

Belarus Ministry of Interior Forces

Belgium Belgian Gendarmerie

Benin People’s Militia Yes Gendarmerie Nationale

Bhutan Royal Bhutan Police

Bolivia National Police

Bosnia & Herz. Serbia Militia Yes

Brazil State Militia Yes National Public Security Force

Brunei Gurkha Reserve Unit Yes

Bulgaria Civil Defense Force Yes Internal Forces

Burkina Faso People’s Militia Yes Gendarmerie Nationale

Burundi Local Defense Militia No Gendarmerie

Cambodia Home Guard, Unknown Royal Gendarmerie of Cambodia

Local Forces, Provincial Forces Yes

Cameroon Gendarmerie Nationale

Canada Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Central Af. Rep. National Young Pioneers Yes Gendarmerie
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Chad Village Militias No Gendarmerie Nationale

Chile Carabiniers of Chile

China Civilian Militias, Yes People’s Armed Police

Armed Militias, basic Militias

Colombia Rural Militia No Corps of Carabiners,

National Police Force of Colombia

Comoros Gendarmerie

Congo People’s Militia No Gendarmerie

Costa Rica Guardia Civil (Civil Guard)

Croatia Croatian Defense Army Yes

Cuba Territorial Troop Militia, Yes

Youth Labour Army

Czechoslovakia People’s Militia Yes

DRC Civil Guard Yes Gendarmerie

Djibouti Gendarmerie

Dominican Republic Gendarmerie

Egypt Central Security Forces

El Salvador Territorial Civil Defence Force Yes

Equatorial Guinea National Police

Ethiopia People’s Militia No

France National Gendarmerie

Gabon Gendarmerie Nationale

Ger. Dem. Rep. Workers Militias, Yes

Civil Defense

Ghana People’s Militia No

Greece Greek Gendarmerie

Guatemala Territorial militias No

(civil defense patrols)

Guinea People’s Militia Yes Gendarmerie

Guinea-Bissau Guarda Nacional

Guyana Guyana People’s Militia (GPM) Yes

Haiti Civil Militia Yes Police Nationale d’Haiti
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Honduras Civil Guard Yes Fuerza de Seguridad Publica

Hungary Worker’s Militia Yes Public Safety Service

Civil Defense Force

India Home Guard, Yes Corps of Military Police,

Defense Security Yes Central Reserve Police Force

Indonesia Militia (Ambigious) Both POLRI

Kamra (People’s Security) No

Iran Bassej Volunteers Yes Gendarmerie

Border Tribal Militia No

Hezbollahi (Home Guards) Unknown

Iraq National Police

Israel Nahal Militia Yes Israel Border Police

Italy Corps of Carabineers,

Guardia Di Finanza (Finance Guard)

Ivory Coast Militia No Gendarmerie

Jordan Civil Militia Yes Gendarmerie

Laos Militia Yes

Lebanon Private Militias No Internal Security Forces

(El Darak)

Liberia Militia No

Libya People’s Cavalry Force Yes

Muslim Youth Yes

Lithuania Riflemen’s Union Yes

Luxembourg Grand Ducal Gendarmerie

Madagascar Gendarmerie Nationale

Malaysia Local Defense Corps, Yes Police Field Force

People’s Volunteer Corps Yes

Mali Militia (-1995) No Gendarmerie Nationale

Militia (1995-2005) Yes

Mauritania Gendarmerie Nationale

Mauritius Special Mobile Forces

Mexico Rural Defense Militia no Genderarmeria Nacional
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Moldova Carabinier Troops

Mongolia Militia Yes

Civil Defense Force Yes

Morocco Royal Gendarmerie

Mozambique Provincial People’s Militias No

Myanmar Armed Village Defense, No

People’s Militia No

Netherlands Home Guard, Civil Defense Yes Royal Marechaussee

Nicaragua Militia Yes Gendarmerie

Niger National Gendarmerie,

Internal Security Forces

North Korea Workers & Peasant Red Guard, Yes People’s Border Guards

Young Red Guard Yes

Norway Civil Defense Home Guard Yes

Oman Tribal Home Guard No Gendarmerie

Pakistan Civil Armed Forces No Pakistan Rangers

Frontier Corps

Peru Rondas Campesinas No Republican Guard,

National Police Force

Philippines Self defense units Yes Constabulary,

CAFGU Yes National Police

Poland Citizen’s Militias Yes

Portugal Guarda Nacional Republicana

Romania Militia Yes Gendarmerie

Patriotic Guard Yes

Russia MVD Security Troops

Rwanda Local Defense Forces Yes Gendarmerie

San Marino Corps of Gendarmerie

Saudi Arabia General Civil Defense Yes

Senegal Gendarmerie Nationale

Seychelles People’s Militias Yes National Guard

Singapore Home Guard, Yes
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People’s Defense Yes

Slovakia Civil Defense Forces Yes

Somalia People’s Militia No

South Korea Civilian Defense Corps Yes

Student Homeland Defense Yes

Spain Civil Guard

Sri Lanka Home Guard No

Sudan Popular Defense Force No Gendarmerie

Suriname National Militia Yes

Sweden Civil Defense Yes

Switzerland Civil Defense Yes

Syria Baath Workers Militia, Yes Gendarmerie

People’s Militia Yes

Taiwan Militia Yes

Tanzania Citizen’s Militia (1975-1983) No

Citizen’s Militia (1983-1997) Yes

Thailand Volunteer Defense Corps Yes

Togo National Gendarmerie

Tunisia National Guard

Turkey Gendarmerie

Uganda People’s Militia, Yes Uganda National Police

Local Defense Units Yes

Ukraine Civil Defense Force Yes National Guard

USA Civilian Volunteer Force Yes

Venezuela National Guard

Vietnam People’s Regional Force (Militia) Yes

Local Forces (Militia) Yes

Yemen Tribal Levies No

Yem. Arab Rep. Tribal Levies No

Yemen People’s Rep. Popular Militia Yes
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Yugoslavia Civil Defense Yes

Worker’s Militia Yes

Zambia Home Guard, Yes

Territorial Forces Yes

Zimbabwe National Militia No Republic Police Force

Sources for coding

Abrahams, Ray. “Sungusungu: village vigilante groups in Tanzania.” African A↵airs, 1987:

179-196.

Ahram, Ariel. Proxy warriors: the rise and fall of state-sponsored militias. Stanford

University Press, 2011.

Andrade, John M. World police and paramilitary forces. Macmillan Publishers Limited,

1985.

Collelo, Thomas. Angola, a country study. Vol. 550. No. 59. Government Printing

O�ce, 1991.

Curtis, Glenn Eldon, ed. Yugoslavia, a country study. Vol. 550. No. 99. Headquarters

Dept. of Army, 1992.

Fleisher, Michael L. “Sungusungu: State-sponsored village vigilante groups among the

Kuria of Tanzania.” Africa 70.2, 2000: 209-228.

Haberfeld, M. R., and Agostino Von Hassell. “A New Understanding of Terrorism.” 2009.

Haggarty, Richard A. “El Salvador: A Country Study. Washington: Federal Research

Division.” Library of Congress. 1988: 229.

Heald, Suzette. “Domesticating leviathan: Sungusungu groups in Tanzania.” 2002.

Heinz, Wolfgang S., and Hugo Frhling. Determinants of Gross Human Rights Violations

by State and State Sponsored Actors in Brazil, Uruguay, Chile and Argentina: 1960-1990. Vol.

59. Martinus Nijho↵ Publishers, 1999.

Historical Dictionary of the Central African Republic. No. 93. Scarecrow Press, 2005:

106.

Hills, Alice. “Warlords, militia and conflict in contemporary Africa: A re-examination of

terms.” Small Wars & Insurgencies 8.1, 1997: 35-51.
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Jane’s, I. H. S. “Janes country risk assessment.” 1999-2010.

Keita, Kalifa. “Conflict and conflict resolution in the Sahel: The Tuareg insurgency in

Mali.” Small Wars & Insurgencies 9.3, 1998: 102-128.

Kisangani, Emizet Francois, and Scott F. Bobb. Historical dictionary of the Democratic

Republic of the Congo. Vol. 112. Scarecrow Press, 2009: 350-351.

Konings, Piet. “University students’ revolt, ethnic militia, and violence during political

liberalization in Cameroon.” African studies review 45.02, 2002: 179-204.

Lungu, Hanania, and Naison Ngoma. “The Zambian military-trials, tribulations and

hope.” Evolutions and revolutions: A contemporary history of militaries in Southern Africa,

Institute for Security Studies Pretoria, 2005.

O’Toole, Thomas, and Janice E. Baker. Historical dictionary of Guinea. Scarecrow Press,

2005: 272.

Sloan, Stephen, and Sean K. Anderson. Historical dictionary of terrorism. Scarecrow

Press, 2009: 672.

Tresch, Tibor Szvircsev. “The transformation of Switzerland’s militia armed forces and

the role of the citizen in uniform.”Armed Forces & Society, 2010.

Williams, Kieran. The Prague Spring and its aftermath: Czechoslovak politics, 1968-1970.

Cambridge University Press, 1997.
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